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There is consensus within the legal profession that it needs to adapt to the on-going digitalisation of the legal market and the changing means of production of the legal commodity. This adaptation will also necessitate a transformation of legal education to assimilate the changes that the legal profession will undergo. The question is, however, how might the legal profession adapt to its digitalisation? In this article, we will describe three possible pathways that the legal profession might follow. These are based on synchronous sociological models of the dynamics of the legal profession and the legal market as well as diachronous sociological descriptions of the history of the legal profession over the past century. In order to concretise these hypotheses, we will focus on the legal profession in three similar countries between which there is some level of comparability: Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands. The three hypothetical pathways are understood to be non-mutually exclusive. We will then answer our core question: how must legal education be transformed to take into consideration the digitalisation of the legal profession? To answer this question, we will describe three possible transformations in legal education that would consider the pathways that the legal profession might pursue to adapt to the digitalisation of its market and the production of its commodity.
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## 1 Introduction: automatisation may lead to deprofessionalisation of the legal commodity

The automatisation of the core tasks performed by legal practitioners, such as legal decision-making (e.g. an assessment of facts and their subsumption) or mapping of applicable law (e.g. arguing a legal opinion on a certain matter or conducting policy analysis), is an ongoing and open-ended process. This is considered an urgent challenge for the legal profession, because it changes the demands the legal market poses to lawyers as well as future law school graduates. It is thus a challenge to which law schools must respond as well. Therefore, our core question is: how must legal education be transformed so that it qualifies law students to be able to work in a digitised legal profession? This question presupposes another question: what will be the core tasks of tomorrow's legal practitioners, for which law schools will have to prepare their students?

In the present article, we will outline three non-mutually-exclusive hypotheses about the direction in which the legal profession may be heading and the core competencies that will be needed by tomorrow's legal practitioners. These pathways are based on contemporarily observable trends within the legal profession, which may be intensified and accelerated by the digitalisation of the legal profession. These trends and their corresponding pathways have been selected because they fit possible processes digitalisation may prompt within the legal market and the legal profession, based on sociological models of the dynamics of the legal profession. In accordance to the three pathways, we will argue for three according transformations.
of legal education that would ensure that tomorrow’s law students are successfully prepared for entrance into an increasingly digitised legal profession.

The first pathway builds on the contemporary emergence of a new type of job cluster, legal information technology, that will, no doubt, increase in some unpredictable shape and number. The second and third pathways relate to existing branches of the legal profession, i.e. alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and public administration, which would increase in their relevance, when the legal profession would strengthen its image of furthering social cohesion. The last two pathways also entail the extent to which the legal profession controls these branches of the legal market, in which lawyers compete horizontally with other professions and occupations.

Moreover, the three pathways are linked by one overall dominating concept: trust. 1 This includes trust in (fully) automated legal services in general (the first pathway), trust in the rule of law and public authorities (the third pathway) as well as trust at a micro-, meso- and macro-level of society as well as in a global perspective (the second pathway) to compensate for the reduced human element that is an unavoidable consequence of the increased use of (fully) automated legal services. While it seems logical that digitalisation requires trust, it may also contribute to understanding why basic social ‘tools’ for ensuring trust have been developed in the forms described in the second and third pathways: delegating guardianship of the rule of law to professionals and the development of a more human-focused method of conflict resolution in the form of ADR.

2 Two probable dynamics of the legal market

Notable research has been done on the external horizontal competition 2 between the legal profession and non-legal professions, especially with regard to the competition between legal professionals and economists. Moreover, while automation of legal work may fundamentally affect the types of tasks conducted by legal professionals in their work, it in itself does not necessarily mean that non-lawyers will be able to perform legal tasks without some type of supervision by a legal professional. We will therefore not focus on the external horizontal competition between legal professionals and members of non-legal professions, such as economists or political scientists. Instead, our focus lies on the ways in which legal tasks will presumably be transformed by automation and how legal education can adapt to cater to this transformed legal market. Our focus is therefore on how the automation of legal labour intensifies internal vertical competition, and how this leads to higher demands on lawyers’ competencies.

The reasoning below takes its point in departure in the hypothesis that the automation of legal labour will emancipate clients from the legal profession. The legal profession can therefore only maintain its status by reacting in two ways: by owning and controlling the means of production of automated legal services, and by maintaining client desire in an irreducible human element of legal services. The latter reaction points at a relevant factor in the hypothetical development of the legal profession in the age of digitalisation: regardless of the degree to which automation of legal labour is possible, the acceptance of automated legal services and eventually its economic success, will among other things, depend on client trust in these (partially or fully) automated legal services. The role of trust in a digitised legal profession will be discussed in the
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context of the concrete pathways and transformations. The next two subsections examine how automation of legal labour may change the perception of legal labour by non-professionals, and what the general characteristics of non-automatable legal labour may be.

2.1 Automatisation leads to intensified internal job competition

The starting point for the examination of the ways in which automation of legal services will lead to new forms of internal competition within the legal profession is a phenomenon that, according to the sociology of the professions, is termed ‘demystification’. Demystification can denote various processes that undermine the unreflecting belief of (parts of) society in the exclusivity of a profession’s competence and status. While one such process can be the unmasking of expertise as political domination, another process that leads to demystification can be the ‘rationalisation’ and ‘automatisation’ of professional labour, ‘amplified by developments in information technology’. Max Weber defines rationalisation as the development of a common belief that ‘in principle’ everything can be ‘mastered through calculation’. If the professional tasks performed by lawyers are understood in this way, this means that the rationalisation of the legal commodity can lead to it being perceived by society as being able to be eventually completely automatable. This perception alone would devalue the legal commodity as a mere technical task that does not need to be performed by a professional. Furthermore, the actual automation of the legal commodity can reduce the number of legal professionals needed to satisfy the legal market’s need for legal services, as the automatisation of legal labour would mean more efficiency for delivering legal services. In order to evaluate how rationalisation and automatisation might affect the legal profession, a closer look at what automatisation means is necessary.

Automatisation means outsourcing routinisable tasks to machines – in this case, legal technology. Such tasks would otherwise be performed by lower-level lawyers or paralegals. Sometimes, these tasks may even be performed in overseas back offices. Such automatisation would not necessarily lead to demystification and might only render legal services more effective. However, automatisation can lead to demystification, if a task that had previously been argued to be the requisite monopoly of members of that profession is automated.

According to the sociology of the professions, professionals usually argue that they alone should be entrusted with performing certain tasks and that these tasks require expert, science-based knowledge and lengthy training. This professional strategy aims at ensuring ‘consumer dependence’ on the ‘professional commodity’. For example, entrepreneurs may (consider themselves to) be dependent on tax advisors in order to comply to tax regulation, or (consider themselves to) be dependent on data protection advisors in order to ensure compliance to data protection regulation, not only in order to delegate the work load, but because ensuring compliance requires sufficient expert knowledge. The legal commodities in this example are legal advice on tax law and on data protection law, respectively.

If such a previously monopolised task can be automated, the arguments that ensure consumer dependence lose their power and the demystification of the professional commodity associated with the task threatens that community with the deprofessionalisation of their commodity. To stay with the examples, automated income tax declarations may reduce the demand of private households for tax advice. Regarding businesses’ demand for data protection advice, automated data processing agreement generators, for example, may reduce the amount of advice sought from data protection law experts. However, such automatisation
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5 Abel, ibid.
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12 Madsen, supra note 3, p. 310.
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may affect various branches of the legal profession differently, as tasks differ, and part of a workload of a legal task that still might need to be performed by legal professionals might differ in size. But how can we determine general characteristics of the part of the workload that may not be automatable?

While an optimistic view of the abilities of artificial intelligence would consider any human-performed task to be routinisable and thus automatable, one particular specificity of professional services – as opposed to services provided by non-professionals – must not be overlooked, namely, as Abel puts it, that:

professional services contain an irreducible element of uncertainty or discretion, a delicate balance between indetermination and technicality, art and science. If there is too much art, consumers lose confidence (as in quack medicine or investment advice); if there is too much science, consumers can provide the service themselves or resort to nonprofessional advisers (do-it-yourself home repairs or divorces).

If we apply this reasoning to the challenges that digitalisation poses to the legal profession, it is the latter part of the argument that is especially relevant: too much reliance on science may emancipate clients from professional services.

Within this line of reasoning, there are two possible reactions to the technological demystification of the legal commodity. One possible reaction could be to embrace legal labour as a technicality and attain control over the production of automated legal services and monopolise this control for the legal profession. In the studies of the professions, this tendency to close off portions of the market to non-members of a profession is referred to as ‘social closure’, and it can be achieved, e.g. by establishing control over the specific education required, as well as through credentialisation and peer-evaluation. For legal technology, this would mean that the legal profession would establish control over the relevant education, credentialisation and peer-evaluation of the manufacturers of legal technology (cf. pathway one, the regulation and coding of legal technology).

Another possible reaction could be to focus on the first part of the argument: art, as an irreducible element of the professional commodity. With this reasoning, excessive reliance on art would seem to be a futile solution to the threat of demystification, as it might reduce trust in legal services. Nevertheless, one option for cutting through the Gordian knot would, in turn, be to root the artistic aspect of the professional services in science. This may be done in two ways. One draws on the role of lawyers as the protectors of the rule of law, a professional role that was especially salient in the legal professions of many European countries until after the post-war period (cf. pathway three, the revitalisation of legal professionals as guardians of the rule of law). This function as guardians of the rule of law is mirrored in a nascent, contemporary image of the legal profession that departs from the dogma of law as subsumed under the paradigmatic rule of New Public Management: the ‘contemporary demands come together in a new image, which focuses on the qualities of technological awareness, non-legal competences, and social responsive-ness of legal professionals’.

The second way to root the artistic element of the legal commodity in science pertains to elements of the legal commodity that include irreducible human interaction. Ideally, the legal commodity is rooted in the natural philosophical assumption that law is a tool used by humans to form a functioning society. While certain routinisable elements of the legal commodity may be able to be outsourced to machines, there are other tasks that can only be entrusted to other humans, not to machines.

Looking at the role of legal professionals from a functionalist perspective, lawyers manage conflicts between individuals and groups. While this perspective considers lawyers to manage conflicts through rationalisation and redefining conflicts as legal problems, a society may not consider it possible to out-
source this task to a machine. There is, in fact, a desire for taking the emotional aspect of conflicts into account, too, in the legal system, as can be witnessed by rise of ADR.\textsuperscript{21} ADR can thus be an example for an irreducible human element in certain legal tasks. But what does this mean for the future development of the legal profession? As increasingly demanding legal tasks are outsourced to machines, ADR could be further professionalised, in the sense that it could also be conducted by legal professionals and could be integrated as a subject into law degree curricula (cf. pathway two, expanding the potential of ADR). Such an integration of professionalised ADR training for lawyers would root the ‘artistic element’ of the professional service in science, which may ensure ‘consumer confidence’ in the professional service.

\subsection*{2.2 Internal competition leads to higher demands on lawyers’ competencies}

Automating production of the professional commodity, i.e. legal services, requires the availability of the financial resources needed to develop, build or purchase the means of (partially or fully) automation of the production of said commodity. In the private sector, this prerequisite generally leads to increased pressure on individual practitioners as well as on small and, potentially, medium-sized law firms; it is generally easier for larger companies, as opposed to smaller ones, to possess sufficient financial resources to be able to afford automation of the professional commodity, which permits larger companies to be the vanguard of automation. Such technology, e.g. legal tools based on artificial intelligence, ideally enhances the quality and speed with which certain legal services can be delivered. This means that medium-sized and, in particular, large law firms can more effectively offer services to smaller clients. This is problematic for small law firms and individual practitioners who have otherwise catered to this group of clients.

Where legal professionals are employed to a significant degree in the public sector – as is the case, e.g. in Denmark and Germany,\textsuperscript{24} but not as prevalent in the Netherlands\textsuperscript{25} – automatisation will have similar consequences: namely, a reduction in the number of legal workers needed. These workers, however, are often not considered to be members of the legal profession. In the Netherlands and Germany, and, to a certain extent, in Denmark, it is clerks, not lawyers (in the sense of jurists, not attorneys),\textsuperscript{26} who provide the bulk of legal services in the public sector. Lawyers occupy only the higher-ranking positions.\textsuperscript{27} As lawyers tend to be found at the higher levels of public administration, this means that reductions to the number of lawyers employed in the public sector may be far smaller than reductions to the number of paralegals in this sector. Paralegals in the public sector will thus suffer from ‘technical proletarisation’, i.e. either being replaced by technology or being employed to operate the machines that are replacing them.\textsuperscript{28} If this development is viewed as a dialectic dynamic, it will mean that lawyers in the public sector will need to be able to credibly claim that, apart from their more ‘technical’ legal competencies, they possess more of the competencies needed to qualify them for their leadership positions. This dynamic may also prove to be observable in the private sector, albeit in a more stratified fashion.

For example, individually practicing lawyers whose clients are private persons and small and medium-sized companies may underline the benefit of a direct relation to their customers that offers a more empathetic service aware of the minutiae of the client’s issues compared to an automated service that only takes those facts into account the client was asked via a questionnaire or a chat box. In law firms, the principles of the ‘tournament of lawyers’\textsuperscript{29} may increase in relevance, e.g. the ability to manage paralegals and ensure the quality of their work, and to develop new legal services to increase the firm’s revenue.

Although during the process of digitalisation, the tasks performed by paralegals in the private sector will be automated early on, the tasks delegated to lower-level lawyers will also eventually be automated. This means that, in general, higher-order competencies will become more relevant for lawyers in the private sector. However, what is meant by ‘higher-order competencies’, especially regarding legal professionals? In the field of pedagogy, there are two well-established hierarchies of competencies, often familiar to university students.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Hammerslev, supra note 3; T. Lundmark, Charting the Divide Between Common and Civil Law (2012).
\item J. Ballendowitsch, Strukturwandel im öffentlichen Dienst der Niederlande (2004).
\item I.e. Dutch juristen, Danish jurist, German Volljuristen.
\item E.g. Lundmark, supra note 24; Hammerslev, supra note 3.
\item Abel, supra note 2, p. 33.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}

In order to better integrate these competencies into legal education, a better coupling between the often too doctrinal teaching at law schools on the one hand, and professional training on the other hand, must be achieved. As an empirical study at the University of Copenhagen has shown, this is not necessarily achieved through simply having practitioners teach courses that have been designed by academic members of staff. A thorough approach to this problem would entail mapping the relevant skills and drawing upon other relevant academic disciplines to enrich doctrinal law courses, e.g. using oral or written exercises that require students to consider state-of-the-art research on legal rhetoric and legal communication. The underlying basic principle, formulated back in the 1990s, is that, in order to fully engage learners intellectually and to avoid short-term learning, a learning environment should approximate the complexity of the real-world tasks that will later be performed by the learners. To aid learners in developing the competencies needed for
applying their knowledge and skills in new contexts, variation and complexity are required in teaching and learning activities.  

The wish to implement learning activities in law school curricula that aid learners in developing higher-order competencies that are relevant for the higher strata of the legal profession departs from a certain ethic, however, which is meritocracy. It assumes that students may enter law schools because of their abilities, and that graduates who enter the higher strata of the profession do so because of their abilities, too. There is another perspective, however, within elite studies, that focuses on the legal profession as a means of the social reproduction of a country’s elite.  

A law school’s function of social reproduction runs counter to the principles of meritocracy not only through gatekeeping who is able to attend such a school (e.g. through tuition fees, which are not very widespread in continental Europe), but also through upholding the traditional curricula that are more of a test of the students’ will to endure a long, strenuous education, in order to justify well-paid services. If within a law school, the political will to favour the law school’s (perceived) role as one of the gatekeepers for social reproduction is stronger than the will to follow the ideal of meritocracy, it might be difficult to implement the learning principles mentioned above.

One main hurdle for reforming law curricula is this adherence to the function of law schools as part of the process of social reproduction. This role of law schools has been diminished during the past century, however. In Scandinavia and Germany, the advent of the mass university as well as the broad expansion of bureaucracy in the 1970s and 1980s reduced the role of legal education as a tool for social reproduction of the elite. Reverting legal education to its former more exclusive and elite status, however, seems neither possible nor desirable, if more diversity is sought in the legal profession. In the Danish context, the massification of educational programmes is furthered by the Danish Ministry for Higher Education and Science, which has direct control over the universities’ budgets. The number of students that may enrol in any university-level study programme is adjusted according to the rate of employment among the respective programme’s graduates. In the Dutch and German systems, in which lawyers are also almost exclusively educated at public universities, similar mechanisms apply. In such systems, it is impossible to implement high entry barriers to legal education so that only a chosen few will be selected. If it seems important to law schools, however, to be part of generating a society’s future elite, new ways of gaining symbolic capital must be established.

How can this be achieved? As has been found in the sociology of the professions, the desire of a profession to increase its social standing and to form part of society’s elite class is subsumed under the agenda of ‘collective social mobility’. This means that no elite legal education is required. In order to increase lawyers’ social standing and thereby increase trust in the legal commodity and its value, legal education merely needs to contribute positively to the possibility that some of its graduates will enter elite positions and that, if they do, they will then contribute to the image of lawyers in a way that increases public trust in the legal commodity. This means that it is both desirable and possible to develop law students’ skills in analysing, from a social sciences and ethics perspective, how the legal profession functions and ideally should function in society. The key audience for reformed legal education, then, is not professional associations or the bar association; it is the...
general public. Legal academia must do more outreach to convince the public that lawyers function as secular guardians of society’s values and as a vanguard in the struggle of social groups for achievement of social equity.

Any transformation that takes a law schools’ possible elitist conservatism into account would thus need to include more of the social sciences in the curriculum: not only political science, but sociology and cultural and religious studies as well. This would provide students with the opportunity to develop an understanding of how various social groups interact in society and how to manage their conflicts on not only a micro-level, but also on a meso- and macro-level. It would not only include reading the paradigmatic authors of social theory, as, for instance, is the practice in legal education in Denmark, but would also include courses offered in cooperation with NGOs and various administrative institutions in which students will be able to employ their skills to engage with social causes in a research-based manner.

In the following, we will present the three pathways and accordingly outline possible methods for transforming legal education. There are, of course, overlaps between the pathways, especially when it comes to the transformation of legal education. However, isolating the pathways contributes to a clearer and more comprehensible overview of the reasons that make such transformations of legal education necessary.

3 Pathway and transformation one: automated jurisprudence
Regardless of the technical possibilities for automating legal services, the possibility to create revenue with these services is among other things dependent on client trust in automated legal services. In order to ensure this trust, automated legal services must guarantee at least the same degree of legal certainty as non-automated services. A prerequisite for high-quality legal technology is that the information used is precise, exhaustive and continually updated. In order to ensure such information, it is necessary to have lawyers who have a detailed knowledge of the law, including the principles of legal interpretation. In this process, it becomes important to distinguish between routine tasks and highly-advanced legal tasks, e.g. when applying law in new contexts, dealing with mutually-contradictory rules or principal decisions, etc. Apart from questions regarding digitalised governance (cf. pathway three), this raises questions about how to ensure quality in fully automated legal services, e.g. through increased professionalisation.

3.1 Pathway one: regulation and coding of legal technology
Taking into consideration the sociological modelling of the dynamics of the legal profession, a current trend indicates the usurpatory movement of a new actor, i.e. legal tech start-ups, by which the existing actors in small law firms and individual practices are being further marginalised within the profession, because legal start-ups could offer the same service more effectively, cheaper or with higher cost transparency. These small law firms and individual practitioners are the last remnants of the legal elite of yore, when the legal profession was a safe space for social reproduction of the legal elite through the social molecule of the bourgeois family, whose family law business was the means of production. This model has been pushed to the fringes of the legal market by the rise of Big Law as a means for the upwardly mobile to move to higher strata of the legal profession. Legal tech start-ups will usurp small law firms and individual practices with ease, albeit not replacing them, but rather by proletarising their labour through offering platforms for their services, thus devaluing their commodities through increased price transparency and by gatekeeping their access to the legal market.

Establishing legal control over legal technology, their manufacturers and the trainers of these manufacturers may be a viable pathway. Legal control could be achieved through three strategic actions. First, licensing of legal technology; second, credentialisation of manufacturers (and possibly also the users) of legal technology; third, control over the trainers of these manufacturers and users of legal technology through
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44 Typical legal start-ups are tech start-ups that offer legal services, software that makes legal labour more efficient through further automation or offer a platform for legal services. An example for extending the principles of platform economy to the legal market is the Danish start-up Legal Heroes, <https://legalhero.dk/> (last visited 24 May 2019). Legal Heroes offers a platform for attorneys and prospective clients, where clients can enter their issue and receive offers from the registered attorneys for legal counsel. Legal start-ups that offer legal services themselves often offer document automation, such as Green Meadow <https://gmeadow.com/> (last visited 24 May 2019), or standard templates, such as Contractbook <https://contractbook.co/> (last visited 24 May 2019). Standard templates and document automation are not examples of radical, discontinuous innovation, but rather of continuous, incremental innovation. Contractbook, for example, combines standard templates with a cloud-based document management system for their customers. Most start-ups furthermore follow a bottom-up of the pyramid innovation strategy and target the most numerous but least well-paying customers, such as private individuals, married couples, and small and medium-sized companies. An overview of the growing number of legal tech start-ups can be found under <https://techindex.law.stanford.edu/> (last visited 29 October 2019).

45 Madsen, supra note 3; Dezalay & Garth, supra note 3.

46 An example of a former legal start-up that now services as many customers as a big law firm may be Rocket Lawyer, who – like Legal Heroes mentioned earlier – offer a platform for legal services, <https://www.rocketlawyer.com/> (last visited 24 May 2019).
accreditation, i.e. control over the tertiary education institutions and their study programmes. If such exclusionary measures are not taken by the legal profession, legal tech start-ups may eventually be able to perform with an even smaller number of legal professionals.

3.2 Transformation one: jurisprudence as applied study of technology and society
Legal education can accommodate for this by educating builders and users of legal tech. This can be in the shape of IT specialists with an understanding of law in the fashion of T-shaped lawyers, or in the shape of legal specialists like lawyer-linguists. There are, however, dynamics within the legal profession that might hinder such adaptation of legal education. For example, the Danish legal profession is wary, however, of specialisation, strongly following the dogma of the monolithic unity of the legal profession. What could be done is a new study programme of law and IT. In order to make these machines effective, such an education should not merely be a bi-disciplinary Frankenstein including half an IT degree and half a law degree. Automated, digitalised jurisprudence as an applied science would then be the study of how technology can be used to regulate society. This form of jurisprudence would be an applied study of the interaction between technology and society, becoming the applied mode of science and technology studies, which is an established cross-discipline of technology studies and social sciences.

Regarding this first pathway and its corresponding transformation, it can be said that there needs to be a professionalisation of legal IT competencies, as contemporarily observed at a rather early stage in the domain of legal start-ups. This involves increased control over the legal technology market, as legal tech is an area in which legal professionals face competition from information technologists.

4 Pathway and transformation two: the irreducible human element
It stands to reason that if legal services become more automated, competition will increase regarding the non-automatable part of legal services. As noted above, non-automatable legal labour consists of those tasks that clients do not trust to machines. Considering this pathway, we examine a subgroup of these tasks that are perceived to contain an irreducible human element, an element of art. Such an element can be found in the need of a good lawyer to empathise with their client’s situation. One area of the legal market, where lawyer-client interaction especially stands out as an element of legal labour, is ADR. Since lawyer-client (or, more generally speaking, lawyer-layperson) interaction can be considered to be of importance for every branch of the legal profession, the following reasoning could be extrapolated to other branches.

4.1 Pathway two: expanding the potential of ADR
While the sale of routinisable legal services may mean that digitalisation forces some lawyers from the legal market, ADR may prove to be a refuge for the legal profession. For lawyers who develop the required further competencies, mediation and negotiation offer opportunities both for offering new services, thus expanding their market, and for improving their existing legal services.

As higher-order legal tasks in public administration begin to fall to paralegals, the inclusion of mediation in legal education will benefit the legal profession. For example, at the University of Copenhagen’s Faculty of Law, a recently-established master’s programme for paralegals who possess vocational bachelor’s degrees already serves this group’s aspiration of usurping lawyers in public administration. The inclusion of mediation in classical legal education, however, may not only help the public branch of the legal profession to maintain and improve its position as paralegals enter their market: it may also help lawyers in small and medium-sized law firms in the private sector, where digitalisation could lead to a concentration of power in a branch that, so far, is still dominated by small law firms. For now, client dependence on these types of providers is an area in which legal professionals face competition from information technologists. For example, the Danish legal profession is wary, however, of specialisation, strongly following the dogma of the monolithic unity of the legal profession.

While the term ‘T-shaped lawyer’ is used as a buzz word, cf. Mak, supra note 3, p. 7, characterizes this ideal of the legal professional as a ‘response to the challenges of technological developments, changes in the market for legal services, and new ethical dilemmas for lawyers in a complex society’ of which ‘it is argued, [to be] able to cope with these challenges based on deep legal knowledge and skills – the vertical column of the T – combined with broad knowledge of other disciplines and academic skills, allowing for collaboration – the horizontal column of the T’, ibid., p. 7–8, cf. R.A. Smathers, ‘The 21st-Century T-Shaped Lawyer’, 2019 Law Practice Magazine 40, no. 4.

Hedeen and Salem conducted an online survey of 611 judges, family law attorneys, mediators, custody evaluators, law professors and law students at two law schools in 2005. The survey’s participants were asked to name the five most important topics to cover in a comprehensive family law curriculum; T. Hedeen & P. Salem, ‘What Should Family Lawyers Know? Results of a survey of practitioners and students’, (2006) 44 Family Court Review, no. 4, pp. 601–611; See also M.C. Nussbaum, Not for profit: Why democracy needs the humanities (2016), pp. 24–26.

Dezalay & Garth, supra note 3; Dezalay & Garth, supra note 23.
law firms is ensured through the direct outlet of the services they provide, with no need for an intermediary. When the legal services this branch provides become automated, small and medium-sized law firms will only be able to maintain client dependence through underscoring the ‘artistic’, ‘idiosyncratic’ aspects of their work, claiming that they can do what an app cannot.\(^{50}\)

As ADR is still growing and expanding, we have still not seen the full potential of its integration into various legal fields. However, the decreasing demand for traditional legal services will force more lawyers into mediation, negotiation, arbitration and conflict prevention. Moreover, as new technology makes it possible to use ADR in conflicts where the parties live far apart (Online Dispute Resolution, ODR), digitalisation is enlarging the field of ADR.

### 4.2 Transformation two: jurisprudence as applied arts and humanities

When introducing mediation more broadly into the study of law, we must not think exclusively of courses titled ‘mediation’, in which mediative techniques are trained. Integrating mediative competencies into all areas of law means considering communication an integral part of legal practice. Following this pathway, in order to be able to claim the superiority of their services over automated services, lawyers need to be capable of seeing the individual complexity of the cases they mediate and of using their mediative competencies to deal with the inherent intricacies. In other words, in this pathway, lawyers primarily need to focus on conflicts at the micro-level. At the same time, the ability to deal with conflicts on a micro-level is the basis of being able to work with ADR at the meso- and macro-level when managing conflicts within and between organisations and institutions, as well as on an international and global level, e.g. as part of such complex challenges as climate change and migration.

This combination of competencies focused both on human interaction as well as on complex challenges requires an integrative perspective. Such a perspective can be achieved through a transformation of the legal practice into a form of applied arts and humanities, in a similar fashion to the ‘Human Development model’ proposed by Martha C Nussbaum; graduates would, for e.g., need an empathic understanding of the variety of social realities and biographies represented in a society, to assess critically, yet realistically, the intentions of law-makers and understand all the social dynamics in the context of a globalised world.\(^{51}\)

The primary competencies that would be required for lawyers are mediation, rhetoric and communicative competence within a vast variety of contexts, and a tolerance for multi-perspectivity, open-endedness and the ambiguity inherent in the human condition. This type of education is already helping humanities graduates gain ground in Danish municipal administrations.\(^{52}\) To different extents, mediation and legal rhetoric are available as electives in law curricular. Courses on legal philosophy and legal sociology are also well-suited for giving rooms for multi-perspectivity, in how various notions of (scientific) truth as well as social and political power relations shape groups of people’s perceptions of what is applicable, appropriate or ideally desirable law. This, however, means to dare not simply to teach legal interpretation and application of the law in the spirit of a technical skill that will have the same outcome if applied with enough quality, but as a project that is meant to serve society. Since textual interpretation, argument and communication are already the core elements of jurisprudence, it may prove not to be impossible to transform legal education in this direction. These elements would need to be contextualised with no loss of doctrinal depth. As modern didactic approaches hold, learning these skills in the context of the legal areas law students learn about during their studies would be more effective than outsourcing them to specific ‘soft skills’ courses that are especially dedicated to, e.g., legal rhetoric, or legal sociology.\(^{53}\)

Summarising this second pathway and the appertaining transformation of legal education, it can be said that the service of mediation will become of increased importance for the legal labour market,\(^{54}\) accelerating a trend that has been witnessed in recent decades. The recent trend shows an expansion of the ADR market, in which lawyers are competing with mediators.\(^{55}\) As a less expensive, less time-consuming and even more
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\(^{50}\) Abel, supra note 2, p. 18.


\(^{52}\) This is shown in data collected by Statistics Denmark for the period of 2008–2016. The data are not published, but the authors have received an overview from the Danish Association of Lawyers and Economists (DJØF).

\(^{53}\) Bowden & Marton, supra note 34, pp. 114–129.

\(^{54}\) P.T. Coleman et al., The Handbook of Conflict Resolution: Theory and practice (2014).

user-friendly method of handling conflicts, ADR is an increasingly popular option for resolving a variety of legal conflicts in various fields of law. \[56\] Mediation is practised by lawyers and non-lawyers, as the key qualifications are not legal competencies, but, rather, in-depth knowledge in the areas of dialogue, social interaction and behaviour. An increasing number of lawyers, however, also possess specialised knowledge about the nature of conflicts and conflict management, \[57\] and – as part of their insight into legal procedures – have a special understanding of how and in which contexts it would make sense to supplement or change existing legal systems and processes. As the potential of ADR is far from exhausted, there is room for legal professionals to expand the market for ADR. \[58\]

5 Pathway and transformation three: digitalised virtue

Automatisation of legal decisions will make the process opaque, as the decision making process of the currently developed machine learning algorithms are not interpretable in human terms: only the viability of their decisions can be evaluated against the ‘gold standard’ of their training sets. \[59\] This lack of transparency may lead to reduced public trust in the rule of law, as the reasons behind certain legal decisions cannot be explained to affected persons, only the result of the decision itself. \[60\] If citizens are to trust the legal decisions made by legal technology, it will be necessary to legitimise the decision-making process and its results to those citizens. \[61\]

This issue is exemplified in a current scandal in Denmark, the ‘tele-data case’ (teledata-sagen). In the tele-data case, incorrect automatically processed data was used in over 3,000 criminal cases with an expected penalty of over six years of imprisonment. \[62\] The Danish Minister of Justice recognised the severity of the scandal, when stating that ‘[t]he tele data-case is about our confidence in the legal system’. \[63\]

While this example seemingly pertains to faulty automatisation of legal labour, the problematic opacity of automated legal labour is indirectly addressed in the statement by the Minister of Justice: ‘I expect that all errors will now come to light and will be dealt with openly and properly.’ \[64\] At the same time, more comprehensible efforts of automating state administration are underway in Denmark, in the way that all future laws shall make automated case management possible, including automated administrative decisions. \[65\] Such efforts to automate public administration, and the issues of trust, both underline necessity to legitimise such decision-making to the affected citizens, \[66\] and the need for lawyers to understand the interplay of technology and society.

5.1 Pathway three: revitalisation of legal professionals as guardians of the rule of law

Individual professions have a limited number of strategies that can be used to increase the value of their professional commodity. \[57\] One possibility is to create a need for the professional commodity. For legal services, this could be achieved by such measures as the introduction of regulations. However, this can
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\[60\] Sheppard, supra note 57; Brownsword, supra note 57.


\[63\] ‘Teledata-sagen handler om vores tillid til retssystemet,’ Justitsministeren, Justitsministeren vil have ryddet op i teledata-sagen, (2019-07-02); own translation.

\[64\] ‘Jeg forventer, at alle fejl nu kommer frem i lyset og bliver håndteret åbent og ordentligt,’ Justitsministeren, ibid. (own translation).

\[65\] Cf. Abazi & Tauschinsky, supra note 84.

\[66\] Abel, supra note 2, pp. 18, 29.
also be done on a broader basis by arguing for the need for regulations and the general desire to follow regulations. As the legal profession seems to be revitalising the post-war ideal of lawyers as guardians of the rule of law, the need for the rule of law becomes a salient discourse position. This discourse position follows the functionalist rhetoric of the legal profession, which aims at promoting the image of lawyers as serving as a cohesive force in society, i.e. through managing conflict through rationalisation and redefinition of a conflict as a legal problem. While actual challenges to the rule of law are salient, e.g. through the rise of populism in Europe, the emphasis on the functionalist image of the legal commodity also serves to increase the value of legal services. Emphasising the role of lawyers as guardians of the Rechtsstaat, who work to improve social cohesion and social stability, simultaneously makes an argument for the value of legal services. It is important to note that this form of value creation does not entail a significant portion of the legal profession actually serving the state or the public directly. As the legal profession upholds an image of being monolithic, all members of the legal profession are able to benefit from the increased value of the legal commodity, as this increases consumers’ confidence in the legal commodity (since lawyers are considered the best qualified to ensure social cohesion and social stability), and consumers would due to the monolithic perception of legal professionals being more or less equally competent hold their competence in high enough regard to assign their services a high value.

Put into the context of the recent history of the legal profession, the dominant image of the lawyer statesman has been replaced by the image of the interdisciplinary corporate lawyer. The revitalisation of the image of lawyers as guardians of the rule of law thus draws on the image of the purity of law and legal reasoning purported by legal positivism. A challenge for legal education will be to refrain from entering into this discourse, which seems to be restricted to the academic discourse of legal scholars and law teachers. As functionalist theories of the legal profession have already shown, this image is purported by the legal profession solely to legitimise the profession’s control of the legal market by framing legal labour as dependent upon exclusive, obscure knowledge, orthodoxy and scientism.

This conservative image of the demands placed upon legal professionals, however, does not live up to the realities of practice. A more open envisioning is needed, combining the older image of lawyers as statesmen with the newer, more interdisciplinary, yet altruistic, image of cause lawyers. Cause lawyering is one of the innovative pathways the legal profession follows to shake off the less altruistic image of corporate lawyers. It does not, however, affect the image of lawyers on either side of state vs. public, and it does not purport to be an image of lawyers as servants to all citizens, but only as serving the specific interest groups for whom a cause is perceived to be relevant. As vanguards of secular values, however, what competencies do lawyers need, and how can law schools adjust in order to prepare their graduates to follow this pathway?
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5.2 Transformation three: jurisprudence as a tool for increasing social cohesion

Many of the competencies that lawyers need in their role as a vanguard of secular values reside at the core of what the profession claims to be its expertise, i.e. 1) a clear doctrinal understanding of the rules;\(^{78}\) 2) clarity of communication on legal matters (including communication with laypeople);\(^{79}\) and 3) an understanding of people and their conflicts.\(^{80}\) While the first required competency is the bread and butter of law school teaching, the last two competencies – or rather groups of competencies – may first and foremost be learned on the job, e.g. (depending upon the legal educational system) during summer internships, student jobs, as part of the Zweites Staatsexamen or professional training (advokatfuldmægtig- or dommerfuldmægtiguddannelse).

It is essential, however, that what is imparted to the students is not merely exclusive, doctrinal knowledge, but also the competence to actually apply this knowledge in daily practice. If legal educators wish to ensure that a broader segment of the legal profession is prepared by means of its education to function as guardians of the rule of law, then the development of these competencies may not be left entirely to chance or to on-the-job-learning. Recent studies on the legal professions in the US and the UK identify such a gap, and propose to better integrate the development of ethics and moral virtues in legal education.\(^{81}\) A similar discussion is led in Denmark in government issued reports, by lawyers in popular media and by investigative journalists,\(^{82}\) as well as in the Netherlands,\(^{83}\) with a more direct look at the implications for legal education.\(^{84}\) But what can legal education bring to the table regarding the development of these competencies in law students that on-the-job-learning does not?

One possibility are courses formally educating students in codes of ethical conduct. Such courses are considered by legal scholars to be generally useful for law students, though they do not necessarily prepare them for moral dilemmas encountered in practice.\(^{85}\) In light of this, legal clinics are considered an appropriate measure.\(^{86}\) Furthermore, courses on ethics – contextualised to the tasks and dilemmas encountered in the legal field – may in a more systematic manner prepare law students to make more of the on-the-job learning they undergo later or alongside of their studies.

In summary of this third and last pathway, and the transforming of legal education derived from it, it appears that there is a need for a revitalisation of the image of lawyers as statesmen, as they have been known in recent European post-war history; this is discernible in the current emphasis in political discourse on the rule of law.\(^{87}\) This means that two threats to the social status of the legal profession will be coun-
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\(^{78}\) In the Hedeen–Salem survey, law itself was mentioned most often; Heden & Salem, supra note 46, pp. 607–608. This finding was also confirmed by a survey of external lecturers at the University of Copenhagen conducted during the fall semester 2014–2015 by Werner Schäfke and Martine Stagelund Hvidt. 219 responses were collected in which the external lecturers were among other things asked in open ended questions to state the three most important ‘competences’ which are ideally most relevant for ‘a good lawyer’, and which are perceived as relevant intended learning outcomes in legal education. In all open ended questions, doctrinal competency (e.g. knowing ‘the legal method’, or knowing ‘the law’) were considered most relevant.

\(^{79}\) In the Copenhagen survey (ibid.), ‘interpersonal competencies’ form the second largest cluster of competencies after doctrinal competencies. The cluster ‘interpersonal competencies’ mainly contains responses that denote lawyer–client communication skills. Similarly, in the Heden–Salem survey; the skills practitioners rate as most relevant for practicing in the area of family law are communication skills. For e.g. the four most often named skills were ‘listening’, ‘setting realistic expectations for clients’, ‘involving clients in decision making’ and ‘identifying clients' interests’, ibid., pp. 605–606.
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teracted: the association with the disorder represented by the profession’s clients and the erosion of the functionalist apologetic of the legal profession as contributing to social cohesion.

In Danish and German public administration, for instance, we have seen a series of incidents in which officials and politicians have been very creative in their interpretation of law or have even acted illegally, and where decisions have been made based on politics rather than the law. The question has been raised as to whether, in these many scandals, the rule of law has lost its power in administrative decisions, and if perhaps one feasible method of making the administrations more democratic would be to strengthen the officials’ ethics with regard to the ideal of the rule of law. Even though this apparent crisis of the principle of the rule of law may pertain to lawyers in public service, it challenges the legitimacy of the legal profession in its entirety, when that group of legal actors within the legal profession are abandoning their loyalty to the standards of legal interpretation and decision-making, which most easily of all legal actors can argue to be working for the common good of society and not their personal profit. Furthermore, the legal profession aims at presenting itself as an invisible whole, in which all types of legal actors share the same basic competencies and values.

6 Conclusion
The answers to the core question posed in the introduction, ‘What will be the core tasks of tomorrow’s legal practitioners, for which law schools will have to prepare their students?’, followed three different trends that we identified, and thus yields three possible answers. Tomorrow’s lawyers will need to increase public trust in the legal system and the human element of legal work by having in-depth knowledge about how technology both is and can be used to regulate society (transformation one). The automatisation of technical legal tasks will create the need for increased competencies to deal with the multi-perspectivity, open-endedness and ambiguity of social conflicts, and to contribute to their resolution through classical legal, ADR and transdisciplinary work, especially in the public sector (transformation two). The assessment of these complex social problems, and the legal contribution to remedy them, increasingly require legal professionals to be able to communicate clearly and solution-oriented with non-lawyers (transformations two and three). It will become more relevant for the legal profession to demonstrate professional ethics and virtues (transformation three). We hypothesise that this will be most relevant for that part of the legal profession that are employed as public officials, beyond the relevance of the visibility of cause lawyers in the private sector.

While the role of legal education will be to prepare law students for these new requirements through integrating legal technology and integrative, transdisciplinary studies in their curricula, law schools are not bound to simply wait for changed needs to arise. Law schools can aim to actively steer the possible transformations by educating graduates that are ready to embark in a certain direction. Cross-disciplinary law degrees in legal information technology, or in transdisciplinary legal studies, as well as strong elements on transdisciplinary problem-solving and governance in traditional law curricula can pave the way for the legal profession to more drastically accommodate for the changes happening in the legal market, rather than incrementally kill the pain felt by employers in the legal market that might only lead to too short-sighted reforms of law curricula.
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